
Flowcrete India Opens Bangalore Office to Enhance Regional
Presence
Flowcrete India recently opened a brand new office in Bangalore, Karnataka, to further establish itself as a preferred partner
for consultants, contractors and architects working on large-scale flooring projects.

Situated in the nation’s thriving industrial hub, this significant move marks further progress for the resin-flooring specialist - as it is their fourth
office in the country to date.

The doors to the new facility opened on January 20th 2016 and the office now joins sister locations in Chennai, Mumbai and Delhi, as the ever
expanding company strengthens its sizeable presence across India. As well as its latest office, the company has constructed an additional
warehouse facility in Chennai to better distribute its products and also to facilitate its exciting collaboration with the Euclid Chemical Company.

Flowcrete India’s latest office will improve its proximity to many customers and enable it to provide more localised services to the company’s
regional clients as well as support its operations across South Eastern India.

The Managing Director of Flowcrete India, Vivekanandan Margasahayam, said: “The new facility is a fantastic opportunity to better serve our
existing customers, engage reseller partners and to develop already invaluable relationships with key account clients who are deeply
entrenched within the fabric of the business.

“Having a sales presence in the state of Karnataka reflects our commitment to meeting the growing needs of our regional clients. This recent
milestone also exemplifies our trend for fast growth, which we’ve exhibited since we started operating in 2010, and is a testament to the
potential of the business across India.”

Enhancing Flowcrete India’s position in the midst of a major commercial micro-market, in which many of its target market sectors and
contractors are based, enables the business to provide extra hands-on expertise and to take a more personalised approach to its customer
service efforts.

Bangalore is India’s third largest city and the capital of the state of Karnataka. The impressive growth in its construction and infrastructure
industry has provided many fresh additions to the city’s skyline in recent years.

Large-scale developments in Karnataka include the new Metro rail system as well as signal-free elevated expressways and there are many
major high-worth government infrastructure and industrial projects in the pipeline.

The move to build a stronger presence with a dedicated sales office in the city comes as a response to the proven demand for Flowcrete
India’s products in the region, as well as its strong list of key accounts in the surrounding area.

The Bangalore office opening comes at an exciting time for Flowcrete India, as it will also serve as a platform for promotion of the world-
renowned Euclid Construction Chemical product range in South East India. The site will help the two companies to work together to increase
the scope of each brand in the region by symbiotically promoting high performance building materials.  

Not only has the new office provided Flowcrete India with a greater platform for growth, it has also brought job opportunities to Bangalore, as a
sales manager and regional manager have been employed to promote the flooring and new construction chemical arm of the business.
Flowcrete India plans to recruit more sales and specification personnel for the Bangalore based office facility in order to capitalise on the
potential for further growth.

Overall, the new facility reflects Flowcrete India’s on-going commitment to the Indian market, which has enjoyed accelerated growth and gone a
long way to fulfilling its tremendous potential in recent years. 

Press Contact

For Flowcrete India's contact details please visit www.flowcrete.in/contact-us or contact Daniel Ash at Flowcrete Group’s Marketing department
on 44 (0)1270 758 702 or email dan.ash@flowcrete.com.

Notes to Editors

Flowcrete Group includes Flowcrete India Private, which has offices based in Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai and New Delhi.

Flowcrete Group is a world leader in the manufacture of seamless industrial and commercial flooring, which has its headquarters and
manufacturing centre in Kuala Lumpur.

Flowcrete supplies world-class seamless flooring solutions to transform environments across the globe including; decorative seamless resins,
waterproof car park deck coating systems, seamless resin terrazzo, durable antimicrobial flooring, corrosion protection and cementitious self
levelling underlayments.

Flowcrete’s ambitious and dedicated team is inspired by excellence in people, products and service as well as continual innovation and
sustainable growth. Flowcrete continues to use its global expertise to introduce environmentally friendly, hygienic and aesthetically attractive
floors to create a better and more sustainable world.

For more information visit: www.flowcrete.in 



The Euclid Chemical Company designs and manufactures a wide variety of products for the concrete and masonry construction industry,
including admixtures, concrete fibers, adhesives, coatings and more.

Today, The Euclid Chemical Company is a business group comprised of core units in the USA (HQ), Canada, Mexico, Colombia, Chile and
Brazil as well as numerous joint venture and licensee relationships with partners throughout Latin America, Asia Pacific and Middle East.

For more information visit: www.euclidchemical.com.


